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Abstract— One of the most important issues in management during recent years is organizational identity and forming the identity. However, there have been limited researches in this field. Today, there is a type of tendency towards increasing rate of displacement, decreasing job satisfaction, increasing absent from work, increasing alienation from work and lack of responsibility in personnel and in general, lack of identification of members with their organization in government organizations. The necessity for increasing the information of managers of those organizations about effective factors on formation of organizational identity and potential benefits induced by strong organizational identity is clearly observed. The current research aims to investigate intra-organizational and extra-organizational factors influencing the formation of organizational identity and to represent techniques for improving this issue. The mutual relations of these factors with organizational identity was evaluated through correlation method and the obtained results were indicated that there is a positive meaningful relationship between attention of media to the organization, external view of organization, external communications, chief administrators team, human resources management and intra-organizational communications with organization identity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Identifying the organizational identity and trying to develop and support it is very important for managers; since identification of people with organization leads to reducing the absence from work by personnel, increase favorable behaviors for organization goals and finally lead to realizing organization goals. Regarding numerous researches about organization identity, there is a limited knowledge about formation and effective factors on this parameter. The current research aims to investigate the concept of organizational identity and to evaluate effective factors on its formation and their relationships with organizational identity. In general, identity theories argued that people show themselves to others through different groups that are member of those (working group, organization, and job) [12]. In the view of Georg Herbert Mid, any individual form his identity through organizing individual attitudes of others in the mold of organized social or group attitudes. Regarding this issue, Tajfel combined social identity with group membership and believed that group membership consists of three element; cognitive element, value element and feeling element. In this manner, social identity is a part of self-evaluation that originates from his/her knowledge about membership in social group(s). So, social identity is a type of self-analysis relative to others [2]. Individual may have national, religious, ethnical, social and political identities in the same time but these identities may not remain constant and intact and are always changing and are tended to be seen and to be confirmed [3].

The concept of organizational identity has been introduced by Albert and Veten in 1985 and consists of characteristics of an organization which have been understood by members as core, unique and continuous characteristics of organization [18]. Organizational identity aims to answer this question that "who we are as an organization?" [18]. Regarding the increasingly encountering of current organizations with changes and in order to appropriately manage the complicated environment that organizations must act in that, this is very important to define organizational identity [8]. Organizations form their identities through symbolic and verbal behaviors in specified fields. In this condition, the identity of organization forms verbally and actively through cultural patterns of organization such as uniforms, ideology, products, and traditions and so on [9]. Organizational identity leads the strategy and makes members able to select strategic direction of organization and to accept it and to respond against environmental changes [19].

Identity is a social structure which called as "show identity" and selects and displays for various auditions. In marketing and management, some researches have been performed about identity and the brand and fame of organization became a strategic tool. Firstly, this term was limited to logo and other visual design elements but gradually, relations and all forms of behavior in facing with external environment and market were involved. In new definitions, most of authors define the identity of organization as the reality of business. It means that identity defines the real part of company to stakeholders. However, identity is not only an image represented in the form of a visual scheme, but also is basically related to the question "what is organization?" [7]. Organization members form the organizational identity and use it to form themselves. This conflict and dialectic which is hidden in the heart of so-
ational identity theory is a source that the concept of organizational identity extracts from it [15].

In general form, organization identity represents stakeholders using different signs and symbols and hence, ideal manager must use from coordinated signs and symbols so that coordinated and targeted messages send to stakeholders [1–44]. Company identity is obviously related to the concept of organizational identity and researchers emphasize on the importance of coordination between organizational identity (which explains by managers and experiences by personnel) with company identity and external and business face of company (an image that perceive by people and groups outside of organization); since if these element are not coordinated, a spectrum of unfavorable consequences will arise such as lack of job responsibility, customer dissatisfaction, and weakening of organization [45–90].

2 FORMATION OF IDENTITY
Organizations show and send their identity to two groups of internal and external audiences. Signs, symbols and messages which receive by members from internal and external environment affect their understanding on their organization. As the transmitted symbols from internal and external environment of organization have a critical role in formation of members’ understanding, organizations can form a strong organizational identity through sufficient attention paying to both intra- and extra-organizational factors [16]. In the following, the most important factors affecting the formation and continuous creation of organizational identity are listed:

3 MEDIA ATTENTION
Fame and credit are the most important intangible assets of organizations for achieving competitive advantage. Hall explained that fame of organization is an intangible asset. Researches have been shown that media have a critical role in formation of public thoughts and beliefs and improving the image of organization in the society and this issue is justifiable based on highlighting theory [10]. The assumption that media affect public knowledge and thoughts is possible through their effects on fame and credit of organizations [10]. Today, media are tools for accurate evaluation of strategies, decision makings of managers and social responsibilities of organizations [16]. Positive attention of media to the organization creates a strong image of the organization and in turn, it forms a strong identity for members [14]. Activities toward the improvement of organizational identity lead to negative attention of media [11]. Researches have been shown that increasing the credit of organization through media lead to increase in personnel performance level [10]. So, if media manage appropriately, it can support the image of organization. The result of such positive attention is strength of organizational identity [11]. So, the first hypothesis of the current research is presented as following: Hypothesis (1): There is a positive meaningful relationship between positive attention of media to the organization and forming a strong organizational identity.

3.1 External Image of Organization
Gaining external image through gaining external rewards show the strength of organization compared to other rivals and locate the organization in an appropriate position. Organizations use their external images and rewards as a symbol for making and generalizing their core identity in the view of internal and external viewers [11]. The image of organization is an important issue since members analyze and compare the position of their organizations with rivals and are willing to be a member of successful organization [17]. In fact, appropriate organizational image transmit its success message and support organizational identity [11]. Elsebach and Kramer believed that organizational identity involves understanding of members on its position compared to others, and hence, members motivate against potential threats on position of organization [13]. Organizations who will to form their organizational identity or to strengthen it will try to reach higher position than rivals. So, the second hypothesis is defined as following: Hypothesis (2): There is a positive meaningful relationship between external image of organization and forming organizational identity.

3.2 External Communications of Organization
Organization forms its image through communication. Communication is a process that “used by stakeholders to understand the identity, image, fame and credit of organization” [5]. The content of communication from inside to outside of organization is effective for creating external image of organization. According to Oleans, the identity of each organization show itself through its products and services, environment, communications and behaviors. External communications of organization transmit its identity to external stakeholders and others. External communications is the products and strategies of public relations. These relations and products transmit the image and characteristics of organization to members and external audiences and contribute in forming organizational identity [11]. So, third hypothesis is represented as following: Hypothesis (3): There is a positive meaningful relationship between external communication of the organization and forming organizational identity.

3.3 Chief Administrators’ Team of Organization
Understanding of chief administrators’ team from organizational image affect their understanding on the environment of organization and formation of its identity. Researchers believed that organization image is an image that shows the characteristics that offered by chief administrators’ team to organization. Elsebach and Kramer found that chief administrators try to represent a favorite image from the main characteristics of their organization. Chief administrators affect organizational identity and understanding of internal and external audiences through applying leadership skills, management measures and strategic decision making [11]. For instance, an organization that willing to form its identity as a high-tech and innovative organization needs to select members which have experience, fame, credit and knowledge. It can be said that agreement between fame, credit and knowledge of managers and core characteristics of organiza-
tion lead to more strong identity [11]. So, the forth hypothesis is represented as following:

**Hypothesis (4):** There is a positive meaningful relationship between measures of chief administrators' team and forming organizational identity.

### 3.4 Human Resources Management

Focus on educational plans and innovation in the field of human resources management explains a strong message about major characteristics considered in organizational identity and the importance of these characteristics to managers and lead to strengthening of organizational identity [11]. Designing the systems for rewarding and performance criteria in order to reward members may lead to strong reaction of members toward identification of their identity. These measures lead to strengthening of major characteristics of organization and organizational identity [11]. So, fifth hypothesis is represented as following:

**Hypothesis (5):** There is a positive meaningful relationship between human resources management in the organization and forming organizational identity.

### 3.5 Internal Communications of Organization

There are numerous researches about the role of internal communications of organization on improving the identity of organization. For example, Smith, Prone, and Van Rile found that there is a relationship between communication atmosphere of organization and organizational identity [4]. Internal communications of organization are used to combine organizational strategies into the identity, coordinate the activities and make unity and loyalty in members. For example, internal communications can make tendency for becoming the largest bank in the region through some tools such as news, unofficial letters and electronic post. Such perspective is founded in the organization and members identify these characteristics [11]. So, sixth hypothesis is represented as following:

**Hypothesis (6):** There is a positive meaningful relationship between internal communications of organization and forming organizational identity.

### 3.6 Mission of Organization

Factors affecting the formation of organizational identity can be categorized into three groups of organizational structure, duties structure or mission of organization and reward structure. Some organizations encourage sharing ideas and information through short term measures such as temporary working coalition to strengthen their identity. Organizing by this method increases the necessity of cooperation between various units to enhance organizational identity [6]. Since policies of organization indicate the method of working, establishing appropriate policies is critical in formation of a strong organizational identity. For example, organization who are emphasized on better services to customers must ensure that their policies support this issue [11]. So, seventh hypothesis is represented as following:

**Hypothesis (7):** There is a positive meaningful relationship between mission of organization and forming organizational identity.

### 4 Research Methodology

The current research is an applied research, from goal point of view, and a descriptive (non-experimental) research, from data collecting point of view. It is a field research it is a cause research regarding the relation of its variables. Research was performed by surveying and one of its most important advantages is that its results can be generalized.

In the current research, media attention to organization, external image of organization, external communication, chief administrators' team, human resources management, mission of organization and internal communications are independent variables and organizational identity is dependent one.

Statistical population contains personnel of Ministry of Work and Social Affairs and sampling was performed randomly. Size of statistical sample was estimated as 253 people based on limited population formula and for ensuring, 280 questionnaires were distributed and 262 completed questionnaires were collected.

### 5 Data Collecting Tool and Its Validity and Reliability

A questionnaire was used to collect data. In this regard, a scale was designed for media attention to organization, external image of organization, external communication, chief administrators' team, human resources management, mission of organization and internal communications as variables. Questions were clear and simple. The first organizational identity questionnaire was consisted of 12 questions but 4 questions were removed due to low functional load. 6 questions were designed for internal communications, external image of organization, mission of organization and external communication but 1 question was removed from external image of organization, mission of organization and external communication due to low functional load. 11 questions were designed for chief administrators' team but 2 questions were removed due to low functional load. In addition, 7 and 8 questions were designed for media attention to organization and human resources management but 1 question was removed from both due to low functional load. So, 51 questions were remained in questionnaire and based on Likert scale, an scale was designed for every one of those from 1 for strongly denied to 5 for strongly agree.

Cronbach alpha was used for evaluating the reliability of questionnaire and its value was 0.9 for organizational identity with 8 questions, 0.8 for media attention to organization with 6 questions, 0.89 for external image of organization with 5 questions, 0.91 for external communications with 5 questions, 0.8 for chief administrators' team with 9 questions, 0.9 for human resources management with 7 questions, 0.83 for mission of organization with 5 questions, and 0.83 for internal communications with 6 questions. Both functional and content validities of questionnaire were evaluated. To validate the content of questionnaire, experts were used as councilors. Functional validity of questionnaire was evaluated using software. The results showed that the model used for measuring the variables is appropriate. Values of Chi-square, RMSEA and ratio of Chi-square and degree of freedom were low while GFI and
AGFA were higher than 90%. All t values were meaningful and hence, it can be said that the questionnaire has high validity.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to test the hypotheses, Spearman correlation tests was firstly used. Correlation coefficients of identity and independent variables are as following: media attention to organization (0.63), external image of organization (0.491), external communication (0.602), chief administrators’ team (0.602), human resources management (0.55), mission of organization (0.345) and internal communications (0.587). One of the most promising methods is structural equations model. This is related to some general models including functional approving analysis 1, classic simultaneous structural models 2, route analysis 3, multi-dimensional regression, variance analysis 4, and other statistical methods. This method which called covariance structural analysis or LISREL can be used to test traditional models. In the current research, Lisrel 8.53 Software was used. Based on the obtained results, validity and reliability of model are confirmed, since chi-square, RMSEA and ratio of chi-square to degree of freedom are lower than 3 and GFI and AGFA are higher than 90%.

It can be seen that the effects of media attention to organization, external image of organization, external communications, chief administrators’ team, human resources management, and internal communications on organizational identity are meaningful and hence, hypotheses 1 – 6 are confirmed.

7 CONCLUSION

In the current research, structural equation modelling shows a relationship between identity and media attention to organization (standard coefficient 0.71 and t-value 9.26), external image of organization (standard coefficient 0.23 and t-value 6.43), external communication (standard coefficient 0.33 and t-value 11.26), chief administrators’ team (standard coefficient 0.75 and t-value 10.37), human resources management (standard coefficient 0.32 and t-value 5.32), and internal communications (standard coefficient 0.75 and t-value 8.32). So, hypotheses 1 – 6 are confirmed. In addition, this modeling shows there is not a relationship between identity and mission of organization (standard coefficient 0.75 and t-value 0.27). So, hypothesis 7 is not confirmed.

It can be seen that media attention to organization, external image of organization, external communication, chief administrators’ team, human resources management, and internal communications affect the formation of strong organizational identity.

Chief administrators have a critical role in formation of organizational identity. Their ability to make strategic decisions towards improving the position of organization and their fame and skills lead to better identity. Planning for educational courses aiming to familiarize managers with methods of decision making lead to better performance in critical cases.

As can be observed in results, organizations must pay attention to human resources management for improving organizational identities. In this regard, representing appropriate rewards is very effective. Internal communications of organization is very effective factor in formation of organizational identity. If members understand the atmosphere of organization as support for themselves, the identity of organization may be improved through contribution of members in decision makings. Performing group activities outside the working area such as group sporting and traveling lead to better internal communications in the organization. This lead to improving the level of confidence in the organization and in this case, people form stronger identity in the organization.

Media attention to organization is very effective in formation of organizational identity since lead to creating solid image for audiences and members. So, activities of public relations are very important to absorb media attention to organization. In addition, it will be useful to make a peaceful relationship between managers and media so that media can gain their news and information directly from managers. The measures of organizations to form a suitable image for goals and objectives of organization are very useful. It is suggested to managers to take more social responsibility to create a mutual relationship between organization and society. In addition, analyzing social problems and their possible effects on organization can affect the external image of it. In this regard, it is suggested that a group of experienced people analyze various cultural, social, economic and political issues in the society and make proposals for possible reactions of the organization.

Since external communications transmit the organizational identity to foreign stakeholders, it is suggested for improving this issue to firstly identify the groups influencing by various activities of organization. Systematic review and paying attention to all stakeholders and their satisfactions affect the quality of external communications. Another suggestion is that organization must have strategic planning to identify external opportunities and threats as well as internal weaknesses and powers. In this manner, it is emphasized that educated and motivated people should be employed in order to present favorite services to visitors, to make compliant and suggestion system, and to continuous follow up of expectations and complaints regarding the feedbacks received from stakeholders about the performance of organization.
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